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NAVAL BASE VENTURA COUNTY, POINT MUGU, CALIFORNIA
Waterfowl Hunting Regulation Test - Please use the combined regulations/ID answer sheet
and return to Environmental Dept (Build 632) or Fax to: (805) 989-1011
or email to: NBVChunting@verizon.net
Name______________________________ Phone _______________Date________________
1.

The annual fee has been raised to $20 this season

TRUE

FALSE

2.

Boats are not required for all ESA locations

TRUE

FALSE

3.

A boat is required for blinds 11-13, but you can walk to blind 14

TRUE

FALSE

4.

Hunting locations 18, 39, 41 and the 70’s are open all day weekends
With no restrictions just like all other blinds.

TRUE

FALSE

5.

You can hunt in locations 18, 39, 41 and the 70’s all day, as long as
TRUE
you have a radio checked out and you maintain verbal contact with the Tower.

FALSE

6.

Primary phone number for waterfowl Information (including blind
assignments or cancellations) is the duty Waterfowl Committee
representative at 805-890-7245

TRUE

FALSE

7.

In order to be assigned hunting locations 18, 39, 41 and the 70’s
TRUE
the hunter must have a current email address listed on his/her registration
and must check it after Friday at 6PM for weekend notices. In the event
flight operations on the main runway 03/21 take place before 10 AM, hunters
will be notified and must vacate these blinds.

FALSE

8.

Blinds are assigned on a priority basis on hunting days
prescribed in NBVC Environmental Procedure “Waterfowl Hunting
Annual Information – Dates and Times”. These days include
ONLY Wednesdays prior to 0700, and Saturday and Sunday

TRUE

FALSE

9.

You may hunt any of the new 40 or 70 series temporary locations
If vacant.

TRUE

FALSE

10. Hunters authorized to hunt aboard NBVC (except contractors) are
TRUE
authorized to sponsor a guest. The sponsor is responsible for all actions
of his guest including fee payment, insuring he has a Hunters Access Card
and the word GUEST entered in the priority block of the guest's Blind Request

FALSE

11. You may use dogs in hunting locations 40, 41, ESA “A” and ESA “D”.

TRUE

FALSE

12. All first time hunters (except guests) must present their military affiliated TRUE
ID in person upon registering. They must also take a hunting area tour.

FALSE

13. A hunter's approved Duck Blind Request for the day must be
TRUE
prominently displayed, face-up on the dash of his vehicle,
in order to ease locating the hunter, if necessary for security purposes.

FALSE

14. The new 40 series temporary locations are open on Wednesdays.

FALSE

TRUE
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15. If open, hunters must take waterfowl to USDA check station located
TRUE
in the hunting area adjacent to blind 16 parking before they leave
the installation. At the check station the USDA will be taking fecal swab
for disease testing.

FALSE

16. You must bring your own seating and desired camo material
while hunting in the ESA or temporary locations 40, 41, 74 and 75.

TRUE

FALSE

17. Three persons, if one is a non-shooter, are allowed in some
blinds, if requested in advance on the blind request, and
approved by the Waterfowl Committee.

TRUE

FALSE

18. Boats need not be identified on the hunter’s registration

TRUE

FALSE

19. Hunters who cannot be in their assigned blind 30 minutes
prior to shooting time will not proceed into the hunting area
until 30 minutes after the start of shooting time.

TRUE

FALSE

20. If a waterfowl falls into a flagged area that is too large to use a pole
TRUE
for retrieval, the hunter can enter the flagged area and retrieve the bird
by the shortest most direct route, and exit by the same path used to enter.

FALSE

21. When a boat is brought on the base it should be cleaned of invasive
organisms, invertebrates, and plant matter that may be brought in
from other areas.

TRUE

FALSE

22. Waterfowl hunters can shoot from anywhere within 10 yards of
the new 40 series and 70 series temporary location poles.

TRUE

FALSE

23. You may hunt ESA C if you are not assigned to it but it is vacant.

TRUE

FALSE

24. Hunters need to bring their own seating and temporary camo for
shooting locations 40, 41, 74, and 75 because they are not
permanent blinds. They must also leave the identifying pole
marking the location standing at all times.

TRUE

FALSE

25. Another ESA hunting location (ESA “A”) may be available this
TRUE
Season and access to it is only permitted from boats launched from the
Usual ESA launch location at the Las Posas Tide gate

FALSE

26. Guests have to complete the ID portion of the waterfowl test

TRUE

FALSE

27. Hunters in the Calleguas Creek area (ESA) must bring their own
portable blind and set it up in the vicinity of the stake/pipe
marking the location of the assigned hunting area.

TRUE

FALSE

28. Decoys cannot be set out the evening prior to a day of shooting except TRUE
in blinds 10-14. Decoys used during hunting periods must be picked up
immediately after shooting is completed unless hunting that blind the next day.

FALSE

29. Guests of authorized hunters are required to complete all the same
Requirements as the primary hunter other than the “new hunter tour”.

FALSE

TRUE

